Luminescent Coinage metal thiolate coordination polymers, \([M(SR)]_n\) (\(M = Au(I), Ag(I), Cu(I)\)), for optoelectronics

Abstract:
Hybrid compounds of the composition \([M(SR)]_n\), where \(M\) is a coinage metal - gold, silver or copper - in oxidation degree +1 and (SR) is a thiolated ligand, have been known for a long time for their applications in pharmaceutics, for their structural analogy to metalloproteins and as crucial intermediates in the synthesis of functionalized nanoparticles [1].

Recently these materials have attracted attention of broader scientific community due to their interesting photophysical [2] and conductivity [3] properties and as emerging anisotropic nanomaterials, as nanowires and nanosheets, holding great promises in diverse applications related to nanotechnology [4].

However, despite all their potential, a little is known about these materials, and in particular about their crystalline structure [1]. This lack of knowledge is due to the challenges encountered while crystallization, preventing a deep understanding of in the structure-properties link.

The first in-depth study was performed by our team and concerned series of 2D coordination polymers of the following formula \([M(p-SPhCO_2R)]_n\) (\(M = Au(I), Ag(I), Cu(I); R = H, Me\)). Depending of the metal and the presence/absence of hydrogen bonds, different Metal-Sulfur connectivities were observed giving rise to different processes involved in their photophysical properties [2-7] (Fig. 1). For example the compound \([Cu(p-SPhCO_2Me)]_n\) exhibits intrinsic triple emission bands associated with luminescence thermochromism, a great potential a self-referenced optical thermometer (Fig. 1). Recently, we analyzed the influence of the position of the substituent on the benzyl ring (\([M(x-SPhCO_2H)]_n\), \(x = p-, m-, o-\)) and were able to design new 1D coordination polymers.

During this internship project, it is proposed to work with series of compounds (\([M(x-SPhCO_2R)]_n\), \(x = p-, m-, o; R = Me, Et, iPr\)) with various esterified ligands in order to elucidate the influence of both the position of the substituent and its bulkiness on the structure and the physical properties. The study involves the optimization of the synthetic procedures (combinatorial and large scale synthesis), the in-depth characterizations of the obtained products, the structural studies and their photophysical properties investigation. The conductivity studies will be analyzed. Particular attention will be payed to the stability, the reproducibility studies and the shaping of the materials which are tremendous steps for the development of real life applications. In the same time, the internship student will be highly encouraged to contribute with his/her own skills, experience and vision of the topic to the development of the project.
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Techniques utilisées
Among the characterization methods available are: single crystal and powder X-Ray diffraction; IR, Raman, UV-vis and XPS spectroscopies; N2 adsorption, SEM and TEM, TGA-DTA and DSC.

Internship will take place in collaboration with Dr Gilles Ledoux (emission, excitation and lifetime measurements), and Dr Stéphane Pailhes (conductivity measurements, shaping techniques) in ILM on the Doua campus.

Compétences souhaitées
The candidate is required to have good grades and strong knowledge in the domain of coordination chemistry and crystallography, as well as be interested and curious to work with material science and motivated to work in interdisciplinary research. Being autonomous in work organization, time management and good knowledge of English is strongly suggested.

Coordonnées du Correspondant : Aude Demessence – aude.demessence@ircelyon.univ-lyon1.fr
Institut de Recherches sur l’Environnement et la Catalyse de Lyon (IRCELYON), CNRS – Université Lyon 1 - 2, avenue Albert Einstein - 69626 Villeurbanne.
To apply, send your CV, motivational letter and grades from the first year of your master studies to Aude Demessence (aude.demessence@ircelyon.univ-lyon1.fr).

Début du stage : janvier ou février 2020.

Financement : gratification de 550 euros par mois.